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Shawn Baldwin, Associate Director of
ROBERT MCCOOL
Student Development and Greek Life,
Contributing Editors
said, "I do support substance-free housing, but that doesn't mean that I'm
unsupportive of the chapters that haven't
College campuses across the country
are seeing a growing number of fraternichosen to do that. We do have some
ties ban alcohol from their social func- chapters [at UPS] that their national ortions under a national trend known as ganizations will probably not go in that
direction, and that's O.K."
"Initiative 2000."
Within the movement, many fraterniJunior Brian Gettman, UPS IFC Vice
ties are pledging to go dry by the fall term President, said he was opposed to a reof 2000. Reflected in the campaign is a quirement for all fraternity houses to ban
alcohol.
growing concern with
"If the chapter or
alcohol-related tragedies among university
Following their national national fraternity
students and related inchapter, the UPS chapter feels that's right for
them, then I support
surance liabilities.
of Phi Delta Theta has
them in their deciThe National Panalready banned alcohol sion. But I think it
hellenic Conference, the
should be completely
governing body that from its residences and
left up to the indiregulates many national
social functions
vidual chapter or frasorority chapters,
ternity," Gettman
showed its support for
the movement by passsaid. He also believes
ing a resolution unanimously in 1998. that the trend to go dry is not necessarily
The resolution mandates that its mem- the best solution to alcohol-related problems.
ber chapters will co-sponsor only alco"A lot of times that's just going to push
hol-free events in fraternity facilities by
drinking to off-campus locations and
the fall term of 2000.
actually increase the risks [through]
However, the National Interfraternity
Council, unlike the Panhellenic Confer- drinking and driving," he said. "I think
ence, is leaving the decision up to its in- instead there should be a lot more endividual member chapters.
please see Initiative 2000, page 4
NICHOLE ASHWORTH

New director heads Access Programs
According to Vice President for Enrollment George Mills, combining the
programs will make them more efficient
and will reduce redundancies.
As the new Director for Access Pro"The smooth flow of students from
grams, Kim Bobby has her work cut out
one program to
for her.
another called
This is the first
for someone to
year that the three
oversee these
diversity recruitthree key proment programs
grams," Mills
have been brought
said.
together under one
In addition to
position. Bobby,
administering
who developed the
the programs,
university's AcBobby is curcess to College
rently conductInitiative in 1994
ing a year-long
and directed it unstudy of their eftil 1996, will now
fectiveness on
also oversee the
raising the uniAcademic Chalversity's admislenge and 24sion and retenHours of College
tion of minority
programs.
students. Her reThese programs
view is part of
introduce local mi- Kim Bobby returns as the new
President Susan
nority students to Director ofAccess Programs
Resneckthe possibilities of
a higher education. The Access to Col- Pierce's larger plan to reassess the
lege Initiative is a mentoring and educa- university's diversity access objectives.
Bobby is currently collecting data on
tional counseling program for students
in grades 7-12, and the Academic Chat- the educational and career paths of
former Access Program participants, and
lenge is a summer math and science program. In the 24-Hours of College Pro- will later interview them to see whether
gram, UPS students host high school jun- they believe the program was beneficial.
"We don't have the hard data yet to
iors, introducing them to the experience
please see Bobby, page 4
of university life.
ROBERTMCCOOL

News Editor
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Trend sees fraternities
going dry by fall of 2000

new
position,
Kim
Bobby
will help
UPS learn
how to
improve
its diversity

access
programs

Senators charge Media Board to
review Tamanawas' troubled past

Students rally against sexual violence

TANYA JOSEPHSON

Staff Writer

I:

a

Students march in the S.I.R.G.E and Sigma Chi cosponsored 'Take Back
the Night,' a rally against sexual violence, on Wednesday, Oct. 6.

In her

ASUPS Senate has formally charged
the Media Board to review the recent
troubled history of Tamanawas, the
university's student yearbook.
The publication has experienced problems for several years, ranging from bad
finances to poor management.
There has also been a lack of student
demand for the yearbook in the past few
years; there are currently thousands of
left-over copies from recent years.
Citing one reason for the lack of demand, ASUPS Vice President and Chair
of the Media Board Gianna Piccardo said
that "a lot of students don't get their pictures taken, in part due to past inefficiencies with student photo services. There's
no point [in buying a yearbook] if you
and your friends aren't in it."

Henry Johnson, Assistant Dean of Students and member of the Media Board,
said, "we haven't had a reliable yearbook
out on time for a number of years now."
Problems continue to plague
Tamanawas this year.
Currently, Tamanawas does not have
an editor, although several students have
expressed an interest.
Piccardo said that the purpose of the
Senate's charge is to generate a tangible
and concrete record of past problems
with the yearbook.
"The Media Board met informally and
talked about the need to review
Tamanawas, and are in full support of
doing the review and coming up with
recommendations," she said.
The Media Board has been charged to
create a survey of student opinion on the
publication. It must also review the staff
please see Yearbook, page 2
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Gigantic Iceberg Drifts From Antarctica

have been chosen.
It is impossible to determine the actual six billionth person in the world. New babies are born
someplace on the planet every three seconds on
the average. While population growth has slowed
in recent years, total population has doubled since
1960. A population of nine billion is estimated
for 2054. The UN estimates that a majority of
this population will be poor and illiterate.
Some argue that the earth cannot sustain many
more people, and so nations should impose a onechild policy on families. Others believe that science and technology will support human existence regardless of how large the global population becomes, and see no need to curb its growth.

USHUAIA, Argentina — B-10A, an iceberg
larger than Chicago, has broken off of the West
Antarctic ice sheet. It is as high as the Sears Tower,
although most of the iceberg is underwater. "It's
really big," said Andrea Barrio, a scientist at the
Board of Tierra del Fuego's Antarctic Unit. "This
is the biggest one anyone here remembers."
The iceberg is different from other Antarctic
icebergs in that it will be in the path of cruise
ships leaving for the Antarctic next month. B-10A
itself is not the danger, since it is so easily visible
and detectable on radar screens. Smaller icebergs
that break off of it are the real threat. Due to advances in ship hull materials, sinking ships are
not a large problem, but damage could still reRussians on the Offensive in Chechnya
sult.
GROZNY, Chechnya — Russia has given inResearch published in the journal Science sugdications
that it may invade the Chechen capital
gests that the ice sheet has been melting for thouof Grozny. "If the Chechens, the real ones—there
sands of years and will continue until its final colare bandits but
lapse, estimated to occur 7,000
there are also
years from now. Professor
Chechens—ask
Howard Conway of the Univerus to do it, we will
csity of Washington, a researcher
liberate Grozny,"
involved in the article, says that
Defence Minister
"the [melting] process could
Igor Sergeyev
easily speed up if we continue
told Russian pubto contribute to warming the atlic television.
mosphere and oceans."
So far, the RusThe burning of fossil fuels
sian offensive has
and subsequent release of heatbeen limited to
trapping greenhouse gases may
euters oto
the northern third
cause global warming. A report
Chechen women cry Friday after a of the breakaway
released Sunday, Oct. 10 by the
Russian air attack on the village of republic. Russia
Intergovernmental Panel on CliElistanzhi, about 22 miles southis attacking
mate Change say that increases
Chechnya
in an
east
of
the
capital
Grozny.
in carbon dioxide will double in
attempt
to
drive
the next century, which might
out Islamic militants. Russia has said it wishes to
have dire environmental consequences such as
establish
a buffer or security zone to prevent furice shelf melting, mass death of forests, and subther
attacks
on southern Russia.
merging of coastal cities.
More than 110,000 Chechens have fled, moving to makeshift refugee camps in Ingushetiya.
Mexican Floods Leave Thousands Homeless
Russian troops have captured the key Chechen
PUEBLA, Mexico — The death toll from the
town of Bamut in the latest fighting. Russia may
recent floods in Mexico has exceeded 450 after a
huge mudslide engulfed the small village of push to control the entire country, which has been
self-governed since an inconclusive war for inPuebla. Many who had taken refuge in homes and
dependence from 1994-1996.
schools were buried alive.
The floods are the worst to hit Mexico in centuries. At least 200,000 people in nine states have Vote on Test Ban Treaty Delayed
WASHINGTON, D.C. — Since it is certain that
been left homeless. Now that rains have subsided,
the
Test Ban Treaty will be shot down in the Senrescue workers are able to look for survivors.
ate, President Bill Clinton has requested a delay
In Poza Rica, a town in the state of Veracruz,
on the voting. Supporters estimate they are fifstagnant muck is knee-deep nearly everywhere.
teen to twenty votes short of the two-thirds ma"Everything stinks around here, there's no water
or electricity, and diseases won't be long in com- jority needed for the Senate to pass the bill. Republicans and Democrats have joined together on
ing," said university teacher Maria Luisa Sanchez.
the push to delay the vote.
Dengue, an infectious disease spread by mosThe treaty would impose an international ban
quitoes, may become an issue because the muck
on
all nuclear test explosions. Its supporters say
is a prime breeding ground for mosquitoes. Mexiit
would
ensure US nuclear supremacy, but that
can President Ernesto Zedillo told journalists that,
"in terms of human lives lost, it is the tragedy of failing to ratify it would cause more Indian or
Pakistani-type nuclear tests. Opponents of the
the decade for Mexico. It's a very serious situatreaty say it would not stop countries like North
tion for the country."
Korea and Iran from proliferating their arsenal,
and that the treaty might harm US weapons.
World's Six Billionth Person Born
The US Department of Defense estimates it will
SARAJEVO, Bosnia — The UN issued a despend
$4.5 billion per year from 1999-2008 on
cree saying the six billionth person on the planet
nuclear
weapons. The US and Russia have the
would be the first person born on October 12 in
largest nuclear aresenals in the world.
Sarajevo at midnight local time. UN SecretaryGeneral Kofi Annan went to the Bosnian capital
Sources: BBC, NY Times, Chicago Tribune,
of Sarajevo, so a Bosnian baby was chosen. DocWashington Post, AP, CNN, Brookings Institution
tors at the University Clinical Centre in Sarajevo
said that nature would ultimately decide.
Staff Writer AJ Ilika contributes the weekly national
UN officials insist that Annan's presence was and international news summary. Questions or comthe reason a baby in Sarajevo was chosen. If he
ments regarding News Around the Globe can be diwas to be in New York, a New York baby would rected to AJ at the Trail office or at ailika@ups.edu.
'

Employer Expo gives
intro to 'real world'
Nordstrom Inc., American Red Cross and
the United Parcel Service are all slated
Staff Writer
to attend.
In preparing for the event, Davis reWondering how to get a job in the "real
world?" The Fall Employer Expo is one minds students to "think outside the box.
way to learn about job opportunities and Nordstrom isn't just retail, Microsoft
isn't just computers." She says many stupossibly make a crucial connection.
dents forget that
Taking place
different compain Marshall Hall
nies usually ofon Oct. 20 and
fer a variety of
21 between
job opportunies.
11:30 a.m and
Davis encour3:30 p.m. each
ages
students to
day, the expo
come
to the AcaBefore you go to make an initial imwill feature repdemic
and Caresentatives
pression on the employers at the expo,
reer
Advising
from Washingthe Academic and Career Advising
center to pick up
ton businesses
center has a few pointers:
a resume handand organizations who will
Prepare an introduction ahead of time. out and preparation booklet. She
explain job and
Prepare a resume, bring several copies. also recommends
internship opDress professionally. Because the meeting with a
portunities open
event
is on campus, there is no need career counselor,
to students.
to
be
extravagantly
attired, but to at who can coach
Career Counstudents on makselor, Katie
least look presentable.
Davis says that
Familiarize yourself with companies ing a good first
impression.
the Expo is also
before the Expo.
Counselors will
beneficial for
Prepare questions to ask the potential also be present at
those who
employers.
the expo for a
would just like
little last-minute
the experience
For more advice and information on the Em- coaching and to
of connecting
with employers, ployer Expo, go to: http://www.ups.edu/aca/ guide students to
expo/expotl .htm, or call extension 3250.
booths that
a task she says
might be of incan be someterest
to
them.
what intimidating.
A twice-yearly event, the next EmOver eighty employers will attend,
ployer
Expo will be held in the spring
with a different group available each day.
Among others, Washington Mutual, on March 1 and 2.
RAYNA FLYE

1999 FALL
EMPLOYM ENT EXPO

'FOS aNd PoiNterS:

Yearbook

Continued from front page

positions, and organization of the yearbook, reevaluate its financial situation,
and formulate a plan of action for the
future of Tamanawas.
This plan of action will address three
components: the mission and direction
of Tamanawas, a publicity plan "to increase student involvement and interest
in the yearbook" and a financial plan for

the upcoming year.
The board's review will mainly be
used in ASUPS budget deliberations this
year. The Senate has reduced funding for
the yearbook over the past few years, and
Johnson said that if previous problems
were not resolved, there is a possibility
that Tamanawas might not even be
funded this year.

It's amazing what
this little thing can do.
Protect yourself from getting pregnant with
the birth control pill or another contraceptive.
During September and October, new patients
receive first month's supply of birth control
pills free!
Call for an appointment today.

Planned Parenthood

of Western Washington

1-800-230-PLAN

10/14/99
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Integrity Task Force in progress
EMILY CARES

Staff Writer

•

•

After three meetings, the Integrity
Code Task Force is now well under way
in trying to define how the university will
respond to off-campus issues. It is meeting every Friday in an attempt finish its
work by the end of the semester.
The task force consists of Dean of Students Kris Bartanen, Associate Dean of
Students Houston Dougharty, Associate
Dean of Student Development Jim
Hoppe, Chair of the Honor Court John
Tulloch and juniors Elise Tumbas and
Ryan Mello.
"The ultimate goal [of the task force]
is awareness and communication to a
point where the Integrity Code never
needs to be applied off-campus," explained Dougharty.
In trying to assess when and when not
to administer the Integrity Code, the task
force is first working to increase communication between off-campus students, their neighbors, and the university.
Part of the increased interaction between campus affiliates and administrators included both the Neighbor-toNeighbor publication sent to local residents and the Life Off Campus handbook
sent to students. These mailings include
guidelines for how to deal with off-campus housing issues.
Neighbor-to-Neighbor outlines the
university's standards for off-campus
student behavior, as well as its procedures for handling complaints.
Part of what sparked the Integrity code
debate was a revision of the text stating
that the Code may be used to sanction
students in response to complaints of

"especially offensive or chronically offensiVe" off-campus behavior.
The Life Off Campus handbook was
sent to students living within a four or
five block radius of the campus.
ASUPS President David Bowe called
it, "the student version of Neighbor-to Neighbor" Sent out last week, it includes
information ranging from where to go
grocery shopping to policies on off-campus parties.
In addition, it states that, "the university also reserves the right to discipline
students for behavior occurring off-campus if the behavior violates university
policies, interferes with the relationship
of the university to others or harms the
reputation of the university."
Senior Valerie Ironside said, "I think
[the Life Off Campus handbook] is a
good idea, but kind of late."
This is the first year that the two handouts have been produced in conjunction
with one another.
According to Dougharty, "the mailings
are designed to mirror each other and are
proactive in [students] getting to know
[their] neighbors."
The task force's goal is to clarify how
this interaction should take place.
Over the last three meetings, the group
decided that the first step in dealing with
neighbor complaints will be a letter sent
to the students involved. This letter will
simply inform students of their neighbors' complaints.
In future Friday meetings, the task
force will discuss how to treat repeated
complaints. Ideas include additional letters and phone calls.
If problems were to continue, more
serious consequences could result.

Faces to Know
NomtrowN:

Presque Isle,

Shepard honored on Day Against Hate'

cs)

a
ERIK MICKELSON

Staff Writer
In an effort to deter hate crimes, the campus
group Understanding Sexuality recently designated Tuesday, Oct. 12 as, "A Day Against Hate."
The group organized a memorial of Matthew
Shepard, the young Wyoming college student
killed in a hate crime one year ago. Several members of local community outreach groups were
on hand to speak at the event. These speakers
focused on the importance of helping the victims of hate crimes.
Dave Demick, a member of the Hate Incident
Response Team, said that helping the victim
should be the main priority. "If the establish-

H;%'.

OPEN FORUMS
& CAMPUS EVENTS

"Tomorrow's Farmers: An
Uncertain Future," is the theme
of the World Food Day Teleconference on Friday, Oct. 15 from 9:00
a.m. to 12:00 p.m. The teleconference will be broadcast live from
Washington D.C. and will be
shown in the Library's McCormick
Room 134. View at your leisure.

Maine. Moved to Tacoma after
graduate school in 1976.

fAVOR/TE QuOTAOlf

PERSONAUTIES:

•

Thomas

Jefferson, Robert Frost, Dorothy
Parker and Yogi Berra.

DUTIES,

I am responsible for

oversight of the academic programs of the institution and programs or services directly tied to

t

those programs. I spend a lot of
time involved in faculty hiring and
faculty evaluation. The Library,

f

MOMS' Gardening (plants,

Information Systems, Athletics,

not vegetables); reading mys-

International Programs, Aca-

teries; following baseball;

demic and Career Counseling, the

camping; and paintballing with

Center for Writing and Learning

my sons.

and, of course, all the academic
departments fall within the academic portion of the university.

•

Academic Vice President:

TERRY GOONEY

Bill Haltom speaks on leadership at the next Action of Leadership luncheon series on Thursday,
Oct. 21 at 12:30 p.m. in WSC
Boardroom. Space is limited. Sign
up at the Info Center or with
Maxine Cram at mcram@ups.edu.

"China and the New World
Order," a lecture by well-known
and respected human rights campaigner Harry Wu, will be given on
Thursday, Oct. 21 at 8:00 p.m. in
the Concert Hall. Admission is $5
for the general public, with reduced
rates for UPS ID or Community
Card holders.

Student volunteers are wanted
for Make a Difference Day on
Saturday, Oct. 23. This is an event
sponsored by USA Weekend Magazine in partnership with the Points
of Life Foundation. To find out
how you can make a difference,
contact Marion at 383-4718 or
mboone@ups.edu and watch for a
sign-ups in WSC.

ment doesn't take them seriously, we try to give
them a place to go, outside of the system, where
people will listen."
Many hate crimes are never reported to the
police. HIRT member Cathy Townsend said
that the reason most gay hate crimes are not
reported is because the victims fear public exposure of their sexuality. Members of HIRT
hope to supply victims with the support they
need to prosecute and expose perpetrators of
hate crimes.
Townsend encouraged the audience to take
a stand against all acts of prejudice. "When your
friends make prejudiced comments that you
know in your gut are wrong, do not allow it,"
she said.

Washington School of Professional Psychology

Changing the Face
ofPsychology
"to be involved in the high quality
and demanding psychology
program offered at WSPP
that moves learning from
theory to clinical practice
has helped my work
with my clients,
while increasing my
knowledge of the
field."
Paul Jordan
WSPP Student

From traditional private practice to
corporations, from counseling centers to
board rooms, today's psychologists
and professional counselors are finding
endless opportunities waiting for them.

GRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED...
Doctorate in Clinical

Psychology (Psy. D.)
1VIaster of Arts in Clinical
Psychology (1VI.A.)
WASHINGTON
SCHOOL of
PROFESSIONAL
PSYCHOLOGY

Washington School of
Professional Psychology
4649 Sunnyside Avenue North, Seattle, WA

206-545-9107
www.WSPPsych.org
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Sigma Chis bring in $5000 for chi.ldren's hospital
EMILY CARES
Staff Writer
Sigma Chi's annual Derby Days was once again a success.
Over the last week, the fraternity raised $5000 for the
Children's Miracle Network, which will go to the Seattle
Children's Hospital.
This year, Sigma Chi offered more activities throughout
the week in an attempt to reach all areas of the campus community. "Our goal was to work more with other campus or-

Bobby

Continued from front page

say whether [the program has] been a good thing," Bobby said.
"Once we learn about our efforts here, that will inform our
next steps as to do we need to modify anything."
Mills said UPS enrolls more students from underrepresented
ethnic groups than any of the four other national liberal arts
college in the Northwest. About 17 percent of UPS students
belong to one of these groups. However, he said, "this does
not mean we cannot do better, and we would like to."
Bobby's return to the university was made possible by
Boeing's $2 million donation to the university several years
ago. The donation was conditional on a quarter of it being
spent to strengthen diversity programs at UPS.
In her three years away from the university, Bobby served
as the Executive Assistant to the Chancellor of public schools
in New York City. Her presence was missed during the interim, said President Pierce.
"I wanted her to stay in touch, because everyone who had
worked with her had been so impressed with her," Pierce said,
"and we thought that if there was any possibility of bringing
her back, we would."
She added, "Kim comes into the position with a lot of experience in assessment and a lot of experience in various educational settings."
Bobby said her own experience as a first generation college
student allows her relate well to the students she works with.
"I'm serving students that were me in the past," she said.
`It's neat that I get to give back."

ganizations and increase independent as well as Greek involvement," said Sigma Chi member Matt McGinnis.
The week included such events as Derby Dating, bowling, a spaghetti feed, participation in the S.I.R.G.E. cosponsored "Take Back the Night," the ASUPS cosponsored
Friday Thomas Kemper Rootbeer Kegger, a date auction and
a powder puff football tournament. "[It] was fun," said sophomore Mari Gantner.
The week culminated Saturday night with a presentation
of the Derby Days Trophy to sorority Kappa Kappa Gamma.

Initiative 2000

Continued from front page

ergy going into alcohol education, alcohol awareness and risk
management policies."
Following its national chapter, the UPS chapter of Phi Delta
Theta unanimously voted to ban alcohol from their house in
1998 rather than waiting until 2000.
The national chapter of Sigma Nu has also voted to ban alcohol from its events by 2000. However, individual chapters
are exempt from the initiative if 75 percent of the other IFC
member fraternities on their campus are still "wet." This clause
allows the UPS Sigma Nu chapter to retain their "wet" status.
The clause is scheduled for review at the national level again
this year, however.
Like Gettman, Panhellenic President Sara Baze says that banning alcohol will not necessarily solve all alcohol-related
problems. "I feel that it is a positive measure that the national
Greek organizations have taken to monitoring the use of alcohol by its members," Baze said.
"However, I do not believe that all alcohol-related problems
will end or improve." She said that new problems may arise as
a result of banning alcohol from fraternities.
Regarding the long-term effects, Baze said the initiative will
not result in lack of interest or reduced membership.
"[People] do not join a fraternity or sorority so they can drink
beer... The Greek System offers its members so much: sisterhood/brotherhood, scholarship, leadership, social, philanthropy,
and support that one cannot obtain from many other organizations on this campus," she said.
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Please contact Security Services at x3311 if
you have any information about the incidents
described below. Information is kept strictly
confidential.
Oct. 8
Security discovered what appeared to be a gallon of
motor oil poured into a basement window of the Music Building from outside. The carpet and wall were
damaged by the oil. An empty oil container was found
outside the window.

Oct. 8
A student reported the theft of his backpack from a
table in the library. The student left the back pack unattended for a short period. The back pack was later
recovered (less some personal items) in a stairwell in
the building.

CRIME PREVENTION TIPS:
Always report suspicious activity to Security
Services immediately by calling x3311. Do not
leave personal possession unattended in
public locations for any amount of time. Use
well-lit and traveled pathways while walking
on campus. Security escorts are available.
Contact Security for off-campus boundaries.

PIZZA

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

•

UPS SPECIAL
$7.99*

4!9

2 TOPPING PIZZA WITH FREE 6 PACK OF COKE
STUDENTS AND FACULTY ONLY, PLEASE SHOW ID WHEN ORDERING
* UNTIL COKE SUPPLIES RUN OUT

0
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'Vinegar Tom' to explore feminism in history
KRISTINE ERICKSON

A&E Editor
Sexism hasn't changed much in the last few
centuries. If a woman speaks out about something that makes waves now, she could be criticized as being a bitch. If she did the same thing
three hundred years ago, she could be hanged
as a witch.
The longevity of sexism is one of the issues
explored in Vinegar Tom, presented by the UPS
Theatre Arts Department at the Norton Clapp
Theatre from Oct. 29 through Nov. 6.
Meghan Maddox, the play's dramaturg, said
the play focuses on witch hunts and how they
have influenced women's positions in the
world today. "The play was written as part of
the feminist movement," Maddox explained.
"It deals with scapegoating and difference in
the mid-seventeenth century."
As dramaturg, Maddox researched the world
of the play and presented her findings to the
cast so they could better understand the his-

Coos,

'

torical setting they
"The play deals with
would recreate. She
hard issues, like accussits in on rehearsals
ing neighbors of witchand serves as direccraft and hangings,"
tor Geoff Proehl's
Maddox said. "We are
extra set of eyes,
trying to find compaslooking for consission in these scenes so
tency with the
the audience doesn't
play's historical
distance themselves
context as well as
from what's happening
adherence to the
onstage and miss the
goals of the producmessage they could ap0
tion. These goals
ply to their own lives,"
are to explore the Fight choreographer JeffAlm and she explained.
relationship be- actor Erin Burns prepare a fight
To further educate
tween the situation
the cast on the situascene for 'Vinegar Tom.'
of women at the
tions women faced durtime of the play and now as well as connecting the witch hunts, UPS professors Bill
ing the characters to the actors' own lives.
Breitenbach, Alix Cooper, Florence Sandler,
As part of this, the production incorporates
and Carrie Washburn talked with the cast about
music that reflects more modern times than the time period used for the play. Washburn
the play itself, suggesting its lasting message. focused on the feminist movement, which was
Mairi Chisholm will perform the music.
in full swing when she was a student at UPS.

ciu mbalasse!

COME AND ENJOY THE NIP GYRATING
FON CREATED BY THE LIVE MUSIC OF
.77NBALASSY!

THEIR MIX OF REGGAE, SOCA, OW
AND Sa WILL ENTICE YOU TO SNAKE
YOUR TWANG WITH THE BEST OF 'EM!

C.makite&A,
indifferencre the Sur-Rational Paintings by Fritz IIIISChbegpt

Sponsored by Popular
Entertainment and ASUPS

FRU WITH UPS ID

October 22nd in the UPS Fieldhouse
8:30P.m.
VOX—VOICES FOR PLANNED PARENTHOOD—IS RECRUITING
NEW MEMBERS FOR A SOUTH SOUND CHAPTER.

VOX Is a group of young adults (20s and 30s) who work to promote the
mission of Planned Parenthood via events public affairs work. It is a fun way to
promote and protect woman's reproductive rights. We currently most the 4-th
Tuesday of each month at different locations in Pierce County.

•

jor more information, call Ton eartholovnew at Planned Parenthood at 253-779-3913 or e-mail ppaction@ppww.org.

Homecoming 1999 Schedule

Kittredge Gallery

Mon.-10.10:00 a.m. to 400 p.m.
Sunday 1:00 p.m. to 4400 p.m.
'Betrayal: German Churches and the Holocaust'
a talk by Robert Erickson
October 19, 7:30 p.m.
Rotunda
'Vinegar Tom' by Caryl Churchill
Opens Oct. 29
Morton Clapp Theatre
$6.50 student, $10.50 general

Washington Center for the Performing Arts presents
'Four BitchIn' Bake
Oct. 22, 7:90 p.m.
WCPA, Olympia
$19-$22 student, $19424 general

•

"Her mother told her, 'don't make waves,
stay in your place, — Maddox recalled. "That
message has been passed down through generations of women for centuries." In the world
of the play, however, those women who stood
out were accused of witchcraft.
Another of Maddox's duties was to organize a symposium with the above-mentioned
teachers to introduce the audience to the background necessary to fully understand the play.
This event was held Thursday, Oct. 14.
The play promises to provide messages of
the need for freedom and acceptance of
women. Maddox recommends that audience
members come with open minds and open
eyes. "It's not just about witches," she said.
"The message can apply to your life."
Showtimes for Vinegar Tom are Oct. 29 and
Nov. 3-5 at 7:30 p.m., Oct. 30 at 2:00 p.m.
and 7:30 p.m., and November 6 at 2:00 p.m.
and 6:00 p.m. Admission is $6.50 for students
and $10.50 general. Tickets are available at
the Information Center.

Pantages Theater presents
'Master Clue
Oct. 24, 9:00 p.m.
$20-$52
Olympic Ballet Theatre's 'Choreography Showcase'
Broadway Performance Hall (Seattle)
Oct. 17, 7:20 p.m.
$12 student, 015 general
'Rancho Grande by Eugene Chan
Theater Off Jackson, Chinatown (Seattle)
Oct. 27, 7:00 p.m.
Free

ASUPS Popular Events presents
Jumbalassy
October 22, 8:00 p.m.
UPS Pieldhouse
Free

Oct. 23
10:30 a.m.—Judging of House/Hall Decorations
11:20 a.m.— Float Procession (meet In Jones Circle)
12:00 p.m.—Parade Begins
1:20 p.m. —Homecoming Football Game
7:00 p.m.—Songfest

March of Dimes Haunted House
Former Hancock Fabrics store, Lakewood Mall
Oct. 22-31
Fri.-Sat., 7:00 p.m.-11:00 p.m.
Sun.-Thunr., 7:00 p.m.-10:00 p.m.
Oct. 21, 7:00 p.m.-12:00 p.m.

[meson String Quartet
Manny Theater, UW Campus
Oct. 26, ZOO p.m.
027
Irish singer Mary Black
Meany Theater, 11W Campus
Oct. 15, 8:00 p.m.
$26

Ravenna Woods Benefit Concert

Stephen's Episcopal

Church In Laurelhurst

Oct. 17, 9:00 p.m.
$15 suggested donation

Paul Taylor Dance Company
Meany Theater, 11W campus
Oct. 21-23, 8:00 p.m.
092; half price ticket: available before show

Gallery Concerts presents 'The Classical Concert'
Queen Anne Baptist Church
Oct. 22-29, 8:00 p.m.

Pianist Angela Hewitt
Meany Theater, UW campus
Oct. 19, ZOO p.m., $27

Actro Boy: The Art of Japanese Comics and Animation

$9 student, $18 student

Pacific Science Center
Oct. 16-91, 47.50
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Female artists showcased on KUPS' Sirens'
111
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INTERVIEW BY ALICIA ARMENTROUT

punk, ska, whatever type, really."

Staff Writer

DJ: Laura Handy
Show Time: Monday 12:00 p.m.
to 2:00 p.m.
Show Title: Sirens

0

Where did you
get the name of
your show?
"Sirens are the singing
greek goddesses who lure
men in."
What type of
music do you play
on KUPS?
"Women's music. It is mostly alternative and I try to include many genres because not all women are the same. I like to
include hip—hop, classic (like Janis Joplin),

What makes your show unique?
The fact that it is all women. It is feminist oriented, as women in the music business are underprivileged [and] do not get
the big record deals or large amounts of
publicity."

The Trail

music combinations you can put together
and what silly things you can say."

What do you like
most about
KUPS?
"It is so open
to new ideas
and it really
gives you a
chance to be
creative."

Who are your favorite musical artists?
"Ani
DiFranco,
Lauryn Hill, REM, Ella
What was
Fitzgerald, and the your most
Beatles."
embarassing moment
being a DJ?
"When I accidently played a song with
What are some of
the perks of your job as a Disc a swear word and had the general manager call and sternly lecture me. I found
Jockey?
"It is like being a kid, you get to play out later it was just a friend playing a
around. It is also a lot of fun to see what prank on me, but it still really upset me."

Who or what are your inspirations for working in the radio
business?
"Revolution 105 in Minneapolis. They were an independent station that played a
lot of local music and
had a lot of independent programming.
They had a really big
impact of what I think
a radio station should be
and stand for."

a

V

Why do you think
people should listen to
KUPS?
"With my show, people should listen to
get the female twist. KUPS overall plays
a lot of music that regular radio stations
do not—we have a larger variety. You can
always hear something new."

'After Life' explores space Tired of WSC? Try MSM
between Heaven, Earth
famous yellow sign, McDonalds with its
fast food popularity, or Starbucks with
its name brand coffees, but it is worth
If you need a change from SUB food, the effort to seek it out.
try the MSM Deli, located on 6th Ave.
While it's not much of a place to look
Its quality belies the normal convenience at, check it out for the food and make
your own observations. From my obserstore and sub shop it appears to be.
The highlight of MSM is their deli. vation, it has cheaper sandwiches and
more variety than the servery in a modFor an easy-on-the-wallet price of $3.75,
est, intimate, unasyou can have soup
suming building.
and half a sandTo get there,
wich. Or you could
travel south on
try a six-inch Italian
Union Avenue, and
sub for less than
once you reach 6th
five dollars. Try
Avenue, make a
getting a better
left. Continue travprice at the WSC.
The Italian sub
t1 eling toward
downtown until
was served on
you come to a oneFrench bread, The MSM Deli offers sandwiches,
which added to its soups, and authentic Italian subs in story white building on the right
taste. It had a vin- a modest environment.
side of the street.
egar-like flavor,
It is a good walk and, even better, a
which was very much like a Subway
nice distance away from the university.
sandwich.
Also, there are shelves of all sorts of You get your exercise as well as a chance
to see what other sights and shops 6th
candy that you can never find at the inAvenue offers.
formation booth, and refrigerators filled
The MSM Grocery & Deli's address
with a variety of drinks that are not found
is 2220 6th Ave, (253) 272-4814.
at school.
Go with a group of friends, fight off
There is also an ATM machine for
those
hunger pangs, and enjoy the comthose with more plastic than paper, and
pany accented with a flavorful and pleasthere are a lot of tables to eat at.
It is not exactly like Subway with its ant afternoon's lunch.
KRISTINE SHIMATA

Guest Writer

help make his decision.
Watanabe was, in life, the husband of the
woman Mochizuki was engaged to marry before
If you had to decide between constantly reliving
his untimely death in World War II. This discovone memory in eternal happiness or spending your
ery forces Mochizuki to reevaluate his present cirafterlife in Purgatory with all of your memories,
cumstances and face a decision of his own.
which would you choose?
The staff of the way stations are not the grimSet in a type of waystation between Heaven and
faced people you might expect to meet in Purgaearth, "After Life" is the story of a group of people
tory. They are those souls who could not or would
searching for the single most significant event in their
not choose one memory.
lives. This process involves much soul-searching and
They made a conscious decision not to choose,
questioning of the meaning of life.
and the price of memory is to work in the way
The waystation which serves as the film's
stations for eternity or until they, too,
MOVT0
setting is one of many throughout the earth,
choose their memory.
a place where souls arrive each Monday and Flovrow
Another main character is 18-year-old
depart each Saturday for an unspecified desShiori, an under-worker at the way station
tination. When each soul enters this Purgatory, they
who is in love with the oblivious Mochizuki.
Shiori is a very passionate and petulant young
are taken into a private room and told that they have
woman whose heart is broken when she helps
three days to choose the most important memory of
their entire life. They must choose very carefully, beMochizuki choose eternal oblivion.
The weaving of the sub-plots
cause this is the only memory
concerning Shiori, Mochizuki, and
they will carry with them for
Wantanabe is the cement that
the rest of time.
holds the film together.
After each person has chosen, the waystation staff spends
Anyone who enjoys a beautiful
the rest of the week recreating
film that tackles complex issues
and filming that memory.
will enjoy "After Life"—as long
as they can quickly read the EnWhen all of the memories have
glish subtitles.
been recreated they are
The film's emphasis on memory
screened by all participants in
a small room, after which each
`After Life' offe rs an idea causes you to spend a lot of time
thinking about which memories
of the souls will depart for their
of what may h appen
are most important to you.
respective oblivion.
after a person dies.
The realization comes that it is
. This is the process that goes
no easy task to choose one
on week after week in the small
memory out of millions. A universe in which your
complex of buildings that makes up the mysterious
entire life is condensed into a single memory is
world of Purgatory.
difficult to conceive.
The film centers on the unexpected bonds between
A thought-provoking film that will keep you
the staff and the souls who they are trying to help
riveted throughout, "Aft& Life" is a beautiful film
make the most important decision of their afterlife.
by Japanese director Koreeda Hirokazu. It is one
Mochizuki, a worker at the waystation who has been
of the best foreign films to arrive at the Grand
there for fifty years, is thrust into the very middle of
Cinema this fall, and it only shows through Oct.
this tangled web when he discovers a bond between
17. Call 593-4474 for show times.
him and Watanabe, the old man whom he is trying to
VAUNA JONES

Assistant A&E Editor
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FOSTER HOMES
Pierce County Alliance is seeking committed individuals and families who want to
make a difference in the lives of children,
ages 6-12 and Youth ages 13-18 y ears old.

Contact (253) 502-5470 for Pierce County
and (360) 698-6763 for Kitsap County.

•
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Nothing left sacred in 'American Beauty'
sessed, overachievthey are just as
ing wife (Annette
shocking or strange
Bening), hateful
as they are humorIt may be argued that the things that teenage daughter
ous. The movie
impact us the most are those that disturb,
(Thora Birch), and
also deals with
shock, or appall us. If that is the case, her beautiful and
themes that are
"American Beauty" is about the equiva- tempting best friend
anything but light,
lent of a blow to the head with a metal (Mena Suvari of
0 tackling such - is"American Pie").
bat. Maybe the raw subjects the film
sues as homophoa
Also thrown into
deals with are precisely the things that
bia, infidelity, drug
make it stand above many others in terms the bunch are the Angela (Mena Suvari) stars in
addiction, and
new neighbors, an- Lester Bumham's nocturnal
of wit, content, and superb quality.
sexual obsession.
Full of perversion and dysfunctional other dysfunctional
Perhaps one of
family run by an fantasies in Beauty.'
relationships, "American Beauty" uses
the most shocking
shocking situations to explore the truth ex-marine who tries to control his cata- and disgusting constants in the film is
tonic wife and drug-dealing, Lester's obsession with and sexual fanbehind the images people project, mu
.
vTo
documentary minded son. The tasies of his daughter's best friend. Such
and what happens when those imcharacters and relationships a strange relationship does not seem abages are shattered.
The story focuses on Lester Burnham, range from strange to unbelievably dysnormal in this film, where even the pura middle-aged man (Kevin Spacey) who functional, yet they all work well to bring est relationship, between Lester's daughis struggling through a bad marriage, a out the essence of the film.
ter and the neighbor's son, is surrounded
hostile home environment, and the ravThe characters are not very endearing by thoughts of hate and unhappiness.
ages of a thankless job. Throughout the or likable, but rather odd and disturbing.
Is the film too dysfunctional and uncourse of the movie, he begins to live This only makes the film that much more real to be good? The viewer must answer
interesting to watch, though, their actions
his life and handle his relationships honthat question. "American Beauty" brings
estly, disregarding the "rules" by which are highly unpredictable.
highly offensive material to the screen,
The absurdity of many of their actions
he has always lived his life.
and, while useful in many ways, the maSurrounding Lester are his image-ob- create laughs in the film, but many times terial was detrimental to the overall enEMILY STOLTZ

Staff Writer

Our Lady Peace album
strikes solid balance
spective. "Is Anybody Home," while not
Staff Writer
the album's most original song, is likable and catchy. "Waited" is an excelAlmost every band I hear falls into one lent song, both pensive and energetic.
of two categories. They either can't write
Almost all of the songs are strong, and
a catchy tune to save their lives, or they
cheerfully avoid the extremes of artsy
find one catchy tune and hammer on it
pretension and dim-witted, uninteresting
over and over, forcing you
rock platitudes.
to hum a crappy song imis:
Some of them were a bit
6.45(C
against your will for the rest
less interesting, such as
of the day.
which has nice
&Review "Annie,"
For this reason, it's nice
vocal lines and is overall a
to find a group that can strike a balance good song, but falls short of the other
between the two. The third release of the
tunes in its originality. It could also do
Canadian band Our Lady Peace, without the alarm clock-like noise that
Happiness...ls Not a Fish
permeates the track.
That You Can Catch, is a
The tenth track, "Consesurprisingly enjoyable and
quence of Laughing," is
entertaining album, with
the weakest of the album,
tunes that are memorable
with the least interesting
without being saccharine
music and an annoying
or obnoxious.
intro. Despite its faults,
Lead vocalist Raine
however, even this track is
Maida has a well-develbetter than the finest songs
oped, intriguing voice
from the Queensryche alwith a nice, rustic Canadian twang. Guibum I recently reviewed.
tarist Mike Turner is an impressive player
The final track of Happiness, "Stealwho can be subtle
ing Babies," feawhen he needs to, Almost all of the songs are
tures the legendary
drummer and John
but who can also
riff aggressively, strong, and cheerfully avoid Coltrane colleague
assertively and
Elvin Jones, who is
the extremes of artsy
excellent on this
deftly at will. Basstrack. "Stealing Baist Duncan Coutts is pretension and dim-witted,
bies" is not the best
consistently solid
and drummer Jer- uninteresting rock platitudes. of songs, but amazingly, even this jazz
emy Taggart is extremely impressive, laying down the beat giant's playing does not overshadow the
without falling into the tired banalities
rest of the group.
Happiness is a strong, original album
of rock drumming.
The material, though, is what makes by one of the more talented rock groups
the album. "One Man Army" is a rous- around today. It shows ingenuity and
ing, spirited, first track, while "Happi- good instincts, and should appeal to a
ness and the Fish" is soulful and introvariety of listeners.
JOSH EPSTEIN

•

•
•

joyment of the film. After the movie has
ended, it is the most shocking material
that lingers in the mind.
The impact of the film was
brought about not only by the
MOVIE RATING
blatant subjects, but also by excellent acting from each actor.
SYSTEM
It stars a phenomenal cast,
mixing old and new talent. All
* Not even worth
blend together to form a wonyour time.
derful mix, taking a relatively
simple plot and adding depth
Rent it when there's
and believability to each as** nothing better to do
pect and character.
The great quality of the film
Worth going out to
shown in the acting, entertainsee eventually.
ment value, and heavy themes,
Run, don't walk,
all help to outweigh its fragile
**** to the movie
subject matter. These aspects,
theater!
over and above the average
film, combine to make it worth
seeing—just heed the "R" rating.
End Result: A superbly done, highly
intense look at dysfunctional people.
•

***

RATING
****
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IN BRIEF
March of Dimes Haunted House
promises chills for worthy cause

Campus Films
Presents:
B lL

RAY DAN AYKROYD
WEAVER
."...r1SJGOURNEY
,

NAN RUTMAhhe

Halloween is coming soon, bringing visions of witches and bats.
Do you want your scare for this year? If so, the March of Dimes
Haunted House is coming Oct. 22-31.
The event is sponsored by KISS 106.1, which will provide plenty
of Halloween antics to spook radio listeners as well as guests of the
Haunted House.
For kids and adults who prefer a tamer visit, the Haunted House
offers a "No-Scare Saturday" on Oct. 30 from 4:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. At this time visitors can tour with the lights on and with no
unwelcome monsters jumping out of the shadows.
The 24th annual March of Dimes Haunted House will be held
from Oct. 22-31 at the former Hancock Fabrics store at the Lakewood Mall, 10401 Gravelly Lake Dr. SW. Haunted House hours
are Friday and Saturday from 7:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m., Sunday
through Thursday from 7:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m., and Halloween
night from 7:00 p.m. to 12:00 p.m.

ILYSTER LOWER CID COVER DESIGN CONTEST!!
Are you artistically Inclined?
Would you like to design a CD cover for this up-and-coming sko,
punk and swing bond?
If so, submit your entries as soon as possible! The contest will end
when the band sees a particularly eye catching entry.
The winner will receive a Lyster Lower Fun Pock including on
autographed CD, a cool gift from each member, and anything else
they feel like throwing in.
Good luck!
For more information, contact Ryan Guggenmos at x8713

THE CELLAR
P11/11

CELLIIR

Check out The
Cellar for their
latest specials!

Playing Oct. 15 &18
FOR MORE INFORMATION VISIT
CAMPUS FILMS AT:
WWW.ASUPS.UPSEDU/EVENTS/FILMS

Mon-Thurs
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

11:OOAM-1:OOAM
11:OOAM-12:OOAM
7:00 PM-12:OOAM
8:OOPM-12:OOAM
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FEATURES

Student
Pewlopistevit
Student, f2 evelopment is in charge
of a wade variety of programs
relating to student ILfe. They
oversee resi,dent,Lal programs and
coordinate the lesLdence Hall
Association ( IHA) and thelesl,dence Student AssocLatLon
( 5A) In adda,Lon, they deal with
the Greek system and are involved
with rush Ln the spring and fall.
Student Pevelopment is also Ln
charge of judi,cLal affairs ( such
as, vi,olat,Lons of the Integrity
Code) In the fall, Student
t2 evelopment coordinates the new
student, orientation program, and
throughout the year they maintain
outdoor programs ( such as the
clt,mkng wall and Schiff Hall)

The Trail

STUD ENT

UPS offers a variety of stud
students during their time ci
many students are unaware

.

Academic &
Career Advising

(-N

.

Contact Information:

Center for

Student, Pevelopment
209 North 15th
879—
sdev@upsedu

Writing & Learning

.

Center for
Health & Wellness

t
.1

Counseling, Health, and
Wellness Services

The Counseling, Health and Wellness
Center asst,sts students wi,th medLcal,
socLal, and psuchologi,cal problems they
may have -during life i,n college. The
counseling office offers help with
adjustLng to college, homesLckness,
depression, suicide, eating disorders.
sexuality issues, and sleeplessness
Walk— un hours are Monday through
p.m
Friday from 1:00 p.m. to
The health center is staffed with
clinicians who can help students with
health issues such as asthma, athletic
LniurLes, colds and coughs, fevers,
headaches, and other ailments. They
also provide tests and treatment for
sexually transmitted infections. The
wellness program emphasizes preventLon
by offering gynecological exams, birth
control counselli,ng, pregnancy cletecti,on
and support, information on safe sex
and contraceptives, along with general
health education and information.
.

Contact Informatwn:
Counseling, Health and Wellness
5ervizes
Wheelock Student Center
loom 216
879-151/2.

Student
3209

■

Employment

--

Student
Development

Cotter for W

Students can use the Center for Writing and Learning
to receive help with writing papers and studying for
tests or when having difficulties understanding
material Ln a class. flie center is staffed by six
assistants and a group of student tutors. In addition,
writing advisors are available every Jag of the week
to help with papers. Students can receive help on
Mondays and Tuesdays from 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m., and Fridays from 9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. The
Center for Writing and Learning also offers two classes
Accelerated Leading and Vocabulary each worth
one— quarter credit. Accelerated Leading is designed
to help students increase readLng comprehension and
speed. Most students who enroll Ln the class double
their readLng rate. Vocabulary meets twice a week
and helps students understand the Fngli,sh language.
134 understanding the roots of language, students learn
how to approach and learn diffLcult words and phrases.
Students can enroll Ln only one of the Center for
Writing and Learning classes each semester.

•
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Studads
Daploymatt Office
t services offices to assist
the university. However,
of these offices and the
Arvices they offer. Here
s information on five of the
tudent services offices
ith pictures and maps to
ake it easier locate each
wilding. Visiting these
enters can make college
ife easier and more
anageable for many
tudents at UPS.

fhe Student employment
Offize helps students foci
on and off— campus Jobs and
provides information about
summer jobs. fhe off ice
keeps a part— time fo b
oarci, updated daily, that
has information about fobs
and employers to contact.
Student Employment also has
summer yob note b ooks with
listings of available summer
Jobs, some of which require early application
and should be checked near the end of the
fall term. Adda,Lonally, they post the Sunday
classifieds, and have an on call job list
for cht,Idcare, housekeeping, tutoring,
yardwork, and other miscellaneous jobs. Only
U19 5 students can use the Student rnploLtment
Office, and may be asked to show an lt2
when using any of the office resources.

Contact Informatuon:
Student Employment .Office
211 North 14th Street
879— 3161

Academic and
g and Learning Career Advising

Contact Informatt-on:
Center for Writing and
Learning
Howarth FLrst Floor
879— 5595

fhe Academt,c and Career
Advising office helps students
"PLscover a direction, explore
posst,12LIaLes, and realize goals."
through advising programs and
personal assessments, the ACA
helps students discover who they
are and what they are looking for
Ln a career and at college. ACA
also offers career exploration and
information through the Alumni,
Sharing Knowledge ( A5K) network
and academic internships. fhey
also offer ass i,stance in
preparation for further education
in graduate and professional
schools. Mock yob interviews and
workshops on marketing and
application of career and personal
skills are also available for students
who are interested.

Contact Informati,on:
Academic and Career Advising

Collins Memorial Library
loom 225
879— 3250

►
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Loggers heat up, gain two easy wins •
gers. Sarah Hesseltine and Feather Robles each had six kills,
and Lindsi Weber contributed 22 assists in the contest.
On Saturday, Oct. 9, UPS hosted Lewis & Clark College, a
BILL PARSER
team that was looking for its first win of the season, but were
Sports Editor
disappointed once again as the Loggers breezed by, 15-3, 156, 15-4. The team dominated throughout the game, hitting .273
The UPS volleyball team came into the weekend games of
Oct. 8-9 on a two-game losing skid, a disappointing 4-9 over- on the night with 39 kills in 88 attempts and 15 errors. Gamache
again led the team in kills with 13 on the night. Thomas added
all and 1-4 in the Northwest Conference. They ended the weekfive kills and Robles and Anna Marsh
end with their heads and spirits high
had four each. Weber led the pack
after cruising by NWC opponents Paagain with 23 assists for the Loggers.
cific and Lewis & Clark and winning
Gamache, a junior, is having a treall six of the games they played in
mendous season, leading the NWC
the two matches.
with 4.15 kills per game through SunOn Friday night, the Pacific Uniday. She also leads the NWC with 226
versity Boxers came to the
digs, a 4.35 per-game average.
Fieldhouse looking for a rare victory,
The wins over the weekend gave the
but the Loggers sent them home early,
Loggers a 3-4 NWC record, which ties
earning a 15-5, 15-4, 15-5 victory in
them for sixth in the NWC with
just 50 minutes for their second conLinfield. Pacific Lutheran, George
ference win of the season. Eileen
Fox, Willamette, and Whitman are all
Gamache, who led the Loggers with
tied for first place at 6-2, with
eight kills for the game, contributed
Whitworth just ahead of the Loggers
five kills and no errors in the momenat 4-4. Rounding out the conference
tum-setting first game.
are Pacific, at 1-7, and Lewis & Clark,
The second game started close,
struggling at 0-8.
with the Loggers and Boxers tied at
Up next for the Loggers is an away
two. But UPS would rattle off 10 unmatch against Linfield, who has a 7-6
answered points to put them on their Anna Marsh spikes the ball in UPS'
overall record to go with their 3-4
way to the 15-4 win. For the third Oct. 8 three game sweep ofPacific
NWC record. The contest will take
game, Coach Mark Massey went to
place
at
7:00
p.m.
at
Linfield.
After that match, the Loggers
his bench, and the Loggers still came away with the easy 15-5
will
have
the
weekend
off
and
take
on Linfield again, this time
win. Karen Thomas, who had seven kills on the night, also
at home, on Oct. 22 at 7:00 p.m.
served a pair of aces that were the final two points for the LogVOLLEYBALL

Logger football struggles at
home against Eastern Oregon
On Saturday, Oct. 9, the Eastern Oregon University
football team came into town to face off against the Loggers and came away with a 41-14 victory. The loss
dropped the Loggers to 0-4 on the season. The team has
given up at least 40 points in each of its last three games.
Eastern Oregon scored 28 points in the first half and
the Loggers were unable to recover. After the Mountaineers scored twice in the first quarter for a 14-0 lead, the
closest the Loggers would come to mounting a comeback would be at 12:19 in the second quarter, when junior quarterback Craig Knapp found senior wide receiver
Jeff Halstead on a 7-yard pass in the endzone. The pointafter kick made the score 14-7, but the Mountaineers
would score twice more in the second quarter to make it
a 28-7 halftime lead.
Two rushing touchdowns by Eastern Oregon's Jeremy
Riggle and two second-half fieldgoals put the game out
of reach for the Loggers, making the score 41-7. The big
play of the game for the Loggers came early in the fourth
quarter, a 59-yard hook-up from Knapp to Halstead for a
touchdown, with the extra point creating the final score
of 41-14.
The Loggers posted their best offensive stats of the
season, totalling 276 yards on the day. The highlight of
the game was Halstead, the conference's leading receiver,
who had 6 catches for 139 yards to go with his two touchdowns. Knapp completed 12 of his 23 passes for 164
yards, two touchdowns and two interceptions. He was
named Dande Football Player of the Week for his performance. UPS totalled 88 yards on the ground.
The Logger defense yielded 541 yards to the Mountaineers, who were led on offense by Chuck Nyby, who
hit on 17 of his 21 passes for 192 yards and two touchdowns, and Brad Lords, who tallied 75 yards on 12 carries in the contest.
Next week, the Loggers play Lewis & Clark College
for their second Northwest Conference game of the season. The Pioneers and Loggers have identical 0-1 conference and 0-4 overall records. Last year, the Loggers
earned a 35-14 victory at home over Lewis & Clark. The
35 points were the Loggers' highest total since 1994. UPS
holds the all-time advantage over the Pioneers, with nine
wins and five losses.

Davis, Boyle take titles at
Pacific Lutheran Invitaional
Dave Davis has won all three races he has run in this
year, and Dana Boyle is in top form despite sitting out
the first two competitions of the season.
The Pacific Lutheran Invitational was held on Saturday, Oct. 9, and was attended by 19 men's teams and 18
women's teams, including a number of the Loggers'
Northwest Conference opponents. In addition to taking
both. the men's and women's individual title, the Loggers won the men's team race, 16 points ahead of Eastern Oregon.
Davis took the men's title with a time of 24:16.7, 22
seconds better than the course record he established last
year. Also finishing in the top 25 were Reagan Grabner
in 13th place (26:10.6), Sam Berg in 16th (26:18.1),
and Brian Mulry in 22nd (26:32.5).
Dana Boyle won the women's race with a time of
18:16.3, but the women as a team finished 14th out of
18. The next best runner for UPS was Kyra Patterson,
finishing in 40th place (19:40.1).
The Loggers, currently ranked #20 in the nation, will
spend next weekend in San Diego, competing in the
University of San Diego Invitational.on Saturday, Oct.
16. UC San Diego, the only other West Regional team
ranked in the top 20 at #15, will be competing as well.

PROFILE
21/e;t4i-bz-f-r.
Sport: Soccer
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Position: Goalkeeper

High School: Gonzaga Prep

Yaw: Sophomore

Spokane,

WA

Why he's the Puget Sound co-Athlete of the Week Ryan was named

the Northwest Conference Men's Soccer Player of the Week after making 14 saves in two shutouts on the weekend.
Pre game Ritual: "I like to go off by myself for a little bit: clear my head,
clear my thoughts, try to get focused on the game."
Greatest motivation this season: 'The coaches do a great job keeping the
players focused on becoming better players each time we go out. Also the
players, and the fans. Our fan support has been great this season:
-
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3814 N. 27th Tacoma, WA 98407

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein, LSAT specialist.
Fourteen years and 3000 students
later, I don't think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach it, than
I do. That's why I still teach my own
classes. That's why you should call me.
My nine week course features 36
hours of class time with weekly help
sessions and five mock exams for the
reasonable price of $695.
I can answer any LSAT question - let
me prove it. Call now for a free
seminar: 624-4915

The Steven Klein Conipan .
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Soccer teams dominate over weekend NFL season is
Men, Women combine for four shutout victories
The men also took on Whitworth on Saturday. It was an
intense battle, but defense prevailed as the game went into
overtime with no score. 12 minutes into the second overtime,
NATHAN J. ULM
senior Bryan Fanning scored to give UPS
Staff Writer
the 1-0 victory. Goalkeeper Ryan
MEN'S STANDINGS:
Wittstruck recorded 10 saves to earn his
The UPS men's and women's soccer teams won two games
OVERALL 12-1
fifth shutout of the season.
each this weekend as they dominated Northwest Conference
NWC 6-1
On Sunday, the Loggers played
rivals. Each team hosted Whitworth and Whitman Colleges at
Whitman College. Tye Tolentino scored
home on Oct. 8 and 9.
the first goal with an assist by David Ludwin. In the second
The women's team took on Whitworth College On Saturday,
half, Adam Vance scored with
Oct. 9. Freshman Beth Taimi
an assist by Erik Nielsen, and
scored early with an assist by
Tolentino recorded his seventh
Kerry Cerelli. The Loggers
goal of the season to put the
scored again in the 89th
Loggers up 3-0. Later in the
minute with a shot by freshgame, Tolentino lost a chance
man Dusty Marcell, off of an
for a hat trick when he was
assist by standout senior Sapulled down in the box, but
rah Blawat. The Loggers confreshman Chris Raymond
trolled the entire game,
took the penalty kick and
outshooting Whitworth 29-5.
scored. Wittstruck again reGoalkeeper Karen Ecklebe
corded a shutout, and the Logwas credited with the shutout,
gers won by a score of 4-0.
and the Loggers came away
The men increased their
with a 2-0 victory.
record to 11-1, and 5-1 in the
On Sunday, Oct. 10, the
Loggers faced Whitman Col- Players and fans celebrate over the men's soccer Northwest Conference. The
Loggers are ranked second in
lege. Michelle Moore started team's 1-0, two-overtime victory on Oct. 9.
the West Region and have
the scoring midway through
moved up
the first half, with an assist by
Taimi. Blawat scored her fifth goal of the season in the second one spot to 15th in the nation. The LogUP NEXT:
half to extend the score to 2-0. Cerelli finished the scoring on a gers currently lead the Northwest ConferVS. LINFIELD
ence with seven games left to play.
penalty kick after Marcell was brought down by the goalkeeper
Oc-r. 16,
Next weekend
in the box. Ecklebe was given credit
12:00Pm ()Noma)
the men also travel
2:30PM (MEN)
for another shutLINFIELD
to
Linfield
and
out,
her
fifth
conWOMEN'S
Willamette.
secutive and sevSTANDINGS:
Linfield previously handed the Logenth of the season.
OVERALL 6-3
gers their only defeat of the season, and
NWC 4-1
The Loggers
are right behind them in the confernow stand at 8-3,
ence. In their last game against
and 6-1 in conference play. They are
Willamette, the Loggers had to go to
currently in second place in the Northdouble overtime to take a 2-1 victory.
west Conference with seven games reSophomore goalkeepers Karen
maining on the schedule.
Ecklebe and Ryan Wittstruck each
This weekend, the Loggers face
were chosen as the Northwest ConferLinfield and Willamette on the road.
ence Player of the Week for their reLinfield is struggling this season, and
spective sports. Both came up with two
the Loggers defeated them 1-0 on Sept.
shutouts for the Loggers over the
26. Willamette leads the Northwest
weekend, Ecklebe recording 11 saves
Conference with a 7-0 record, having
and Wittstruck 14. They also were
defeated UPS 2-1 in double overtime.
named the Puget Sound Athletes of the
Willamette is second in the NCAA DiPrevious record was 12-7 in 1988
Week this week.
vision III national ranking..
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Itetr avow
The UPSairn's
SoccerMim
has already
tied the alltime Logger
record for wins
in a season,
with 12.
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PROFILE
iCa,te-pt ecidelAe
Sport: Soccer
Position: Goa I keeper
Year:: Sophomore
Why she's the Puget Sound co-Athlete of the Week: Karen
was named the Northwest Conference Women's Soccer Player
of the Week, recording two shutouts for the Loggers.
high School: Gig Harbor Nigh School, Gig Harbor, WA
Major: Chemistry
Role Model: Brianna Scurry (Team LISA goalkeeper)
Goals for the season: "I want to help the team get to the
national tournament, and I guess my individual goal is to
have 11 shutouts for the season."

ZACH EHLERT

Staff Writer
So what's with the NFL this year? The
St. Louis Rams are undefeated having
killed the 'Niners. What's going on here?
St. Louis?
If you're unfamiliar with St. Louis'
professional football team, that's okay.
The current team used to play in Los Angeles, and before that, St. Louis had a
team called the Cardinals. These are now
the Arizona Cardinals.
The Tennessee Titans have also been a
surprise, with only one loss so far. These
are the Tennessee Titans who used to play
in Houston, as the Oilers.
Now that you should be thoroughly
confused, let me tell you some more abut
this current NFL season. Last year's Super Bowl teams, Atlanta and Denver, both
finally won their first game of the season
last Sunday.
The other two teams from the conference finals, the Vikings and the Jets, have
won three games between them so far.
Chicago and Washington have also won
three games...each. Chicago? And Washington? How are they 3-1?
Football is an unpredictable game,
where anything can happen on any given
day. Anyone can come up with a big play
to win a game. Kurt Warner, who barely
caught on in the Arena League, has almost single-handedly propelled St. Louis
to the top of the NFC West and has already thrown 14 touchdown passes in the
first four weeks.
In the NFC East, Washington has come
together as a team and has begun the season on an offensive pace similar to Minnesota's record-setting 1998, and they're
doing it behind former Vikings quarterback Brad Johnson.
Professional football is a crazy game,
and this year is no exception. Brett Favre
continues to bring his team back from the
brink of defeat, and Steve Young is still
getting concussions, but after that, all bets
are off. Atlanta's obviously not going to
win anything again this year, and the injury-riddled Broncos have had it.
Minnesota still has a chance to make
the playoffs again this year, and the Jets
are still alive, but they do have Rick Mirer
at quarterback now.
This season will level out in a few
weeks, with Jacksonville and Tennessee
leading the pack in the AFC, and Seattle
close behind. In the NFC, Green Bay
should continue their strong play and
Washington should be all right if Johnson
stays healthy, and of course, you never
can forget about the Vikings.
While it may not make any sense, at
last there's been some competitive games
so far, this season. It will all end soon
enough though, maybe even with the
Seahawks in the Super Bowl. In the NFL,
you can never tell what's going to happen until it does.

LUGGER
LINE Ar
For a complete
schedule of all athletic
events, pick up a
pocket schedule in the
athletic office.

Men's Soccer
October 16
Linfield College
@ McMinnville,
Ore.
2:30 p.m.
•
October 17
Willamette
University
@ Salem, Ore.
2:30 p.m.
Women's Soccer
October 16
Linfield College
@ McMinnville,
Ore..
12:00 p.m.
October 17
Willamette
University
@ Salem, Ore.
12:00 p.m.
October 20
Pacific Lutheran
University
@ HOME
4:00 p.m.

Cross Country
October 16
University of
San Diego
Invitational
@ San Diego,
Calif.
10:30 a.m.
(Women)
11: 1'5 a.m. (Men)

Volleyball
October 15
Linfield
College
@ HOME
7:00 p.m.

Football
October 16
Lewis & Clark
College
@ Portland, Ore.
1:30 p.m.
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Abandoned dirty trays embarrass UPS student
Time and time again, I have
walked into Marshall Hall and
have been completely amazed by
what I see—food trays all over the
tables. Sometimes they are
stacked on top of each other with
food, plates and napkins everywhere. It is even the same on the
tables outside. As I look in disgust at these tables, I wonder what
planet students here at UPS come
from. I think it would be safe to
say that we all, come from families where we are taught to pick
up after ourselves.

I enjoy attending this school, but
as a student I am embarrassed by my
fellow students' actions. I am especially embarrassed when people who
are doing campus tours with high
school students and their parents
come into Marshall Hall. These students visit our school as a possibility of coming here when they graduate from high school, and it is pathetic to have them see that we (UPS
students) have lost all sense of ourselves when it comes to this area. It
shows that we don't care about our
school facilities.

Now, I know that we have staff
members that bus the tables, BUT
we are supposed to be ADULTS, especially when signs are posted for
us to please bus the tables when we
are done eating. That means to put
away our trays and trash in the designated place(s). The cafeteria staff
are NOT our mothers and if we are
supposed to be adults now, then we
should act like it and put away our
food trays when we are done eating!
Sincerely,
Rozmond Marie Knox

TIAA-CREF Financial Education Seminars
TIAA-CREF invites you to the Puget Sound Financial Education
Seminar, an event designed to help you become more savvy
about your finances. By attending the complimentary session,
you will gain the knowledge you need to reach your
financial goals.
Topic I: Saving For Your Financial Goals
Mutual Funds
Roth IRAs, Classic IRAs, and SRAs
Tuition Savings Programs and the Education IRA
Topic II: Choosing Income Options
Lifetime Annuity Income
Cash Withdrawal and Interest-Only Options
Tax and Estate Planning

Mark your calendar!
Bellevue Community College Theater
3000 Landerholm Circle SE, Bellevue
Topic I:Tuesday, October 12,1999 at 6:30 pm
Topic II: Wednesday, October 13,1999 at 6:30 pm
University Plaza Ballroom
400 NE 45th Street, Seattle
Topic I:Tuesday, October 26,1999 at 6:30 pm
Topic II: Monday, October 25,1999 at 6:30 pm and
Wednesday, October 27,1999 at 6:30 pm
Tacoma Sheraton Ballroom
1320 Broadway Plaza, Tacoma
Topic I: Monday, October 18, 1999 at 6:30 pm
Topic II: Tuesday, October 19, 1999 at 6:30 pm
Light refreshments will be served.
Guests are welcome.
Sessions are two hours in length.
Please R.S.V.P. by visiting our website or calling
the toll-free number below. Please be sure to mention which
meeting(s) you plan to attend.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape its"'

1 800 842-2733 ext.2082
tiaa-cref.org/moc
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Minorities, women
ignored in politics
Photo poll responses suggest
underlying social bias at UPS
defintion would include all of
America's many voices.
College campuses in particular
Looking
should be the nation's hotbeds for
over
last
innovative and analytical thought—
political and otherwise. With this
week's Photo
Poll in The
thought should come the incorporaTrail, which
tion of all the voices that form
America, not just those that have traasked "What
ditionally and ineffectively spoken
actor or acfor all of us.
tress would
So it is scary for me to see a cornmake a good president?", I was
struck by something that lay much plete lack of female and minority
deeper than the offbeat answers to representation in this particular reflection of student thought at our libthe question at issue.
Underneath the humorous allu- eral arts college (although the samsions to sexual misconduct in the piing technique of the Photo Poll is
Oval Office, I notice something admittedly not the height of 'sociomissing in these answers—any men- logical genius).
When I looked at just the question of women or minorities as presition asked—after my initial giggle
dential "candidates."
Although I understand that the as I wondered how the hell I would
poll is informal and that the answers know the political qualifications of
movie starsgiven are somewhat
many different
spur-of-the-mofigures came to
ment, I believe that College campuses in
mind.
this absence of fe- particular should be
The entertainmale and minority
ment industry refigures reveals a the nation's hotbeds
veals many videeper, more serifor innovative and
brant voices—
ous and quite dismale, female,
turbing sentiment.
analytical thought—
white and minorThe exclusion of
ity. If we can
women is particu- political and
imagine Sean
larly upsetting in re- otherwise. With this
Connery's voice
lation to the fact
reading the State
that the majority of thought should come
of the Union Adthe student body at
the incorporation of
dress, what about
UPS is female and
the voice of Maya
half of the pub- all the voices that
Angelou in the
lished photo poll
form America, not
Oval Office?
answers were proWhy don't we
vided by women.
just those that have
have Tori Amos
Why aren't our
sing the advoices as women traditionally and
dress—she could
finding their way ineffectively spoken
surely reveal the
into our own lives
sadness of our poand thoughts? How for all of us.
litical priorities.
do we expect repreShe has already
sentation of our beliefs if we don't even reflect our right spoken out for the physical safety of
to voice and advocate for those be- women—why not extend her execuliefs? These are the things that fright- tive privilege a bit?
If it's the stoic person you are
ened me when I disgustedly looked
looking for to handle all the hypoover the responses.
While I believe that most of the thetical presidential duties this quespeople that answered the poll could tion implies, why not look beyond
give a great example of a female and/ the white male version and instead
or minority figure if the question toward the strength and calm of
were posed specifically in this man- Denzel Washington or Jodi Foster.
ner, I find it disturbing that the first And, in the completely opposite
thing that seems to pop into our vein, what better comedian to rule
minds when the category is left open our lives than Roseanne—at the very
is the white male. least she would be sure to frighten
I understand that the white male off all those pesky conservatives.
has been our only presidential ex- The point of all this is that we
ample to date. But I was under the should really look. We should conhopeful impression that the younger sider all the different faces of
generation of this nation had started America and not allow ourselves to
to redefine their ideas of political be blinded by a tradition that overstation. I was further hoping this looks half our country's voices.
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Vegetarianism worth
trying, not for keeps
ZACK STOCKDALE

Staff Writer

0
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I have one word
for you: vegetarian. I'll admit, up
to last week I had
a very strong phobia of that word.
The very thought
of it sent me into a
meat-craving furor. The way I looked at
it, God made me an omnivore with carnivore leanings. Vegetables were garnish
for real food, i.e. meat. That's the way it
was, that's the way it is and that's the
way it will be. Then I talked to my RA.
My RA is a little wired and because
she writes for The Trail, is something of
a public figure so I can talk about her.
We don't agree on a lot of things, like
almost everything political. Yet a comment she made one night as a group of
people from my floor were having a conversation in the lounge made me think.
She said that Americans eat too much
meat, that we only really need to eat meat
for one meal a week. That comment blew
me away. Give up meat! Whatever! How
can I possibly go without meat for a
week? I thought there was nothing good
to eat in the SUB that doesn't have meat
in it. It was at that point I decided to find
out for sure, to determine whether or not
I could survive on meat-free SUB food
for a week.
It was great—I went to sleep that night
with high hopes for the following week.
No meat for Mr. Zachary Stephen
Stockdale. Not a bit, nada, nothing, period. Then I went to breakfast.
Somehow over the last year or so I
failed to realize that the SUB really
doesn't have much in the way of varia-
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tion in breakfast cuisine. There are eggs,
fried potatoes in one form or another,
quiche, bacon and/or sausage, bread
products and hot cereal. Rather repetitive actually. If I was going vegetarian, I
would have starved, nothing but eggs and
fried potatoes for a week if I had wanted
hot food. By the way, I don't consider
oatmeal or cream-of-wheat to be food. I
think I saw Oliver Twist one too many
times, because anything resembling
gruel has never appealed to me.
Now dinner and lunch were actually
pretty good. There's salad and the "vegan" place that serves stuff with cheese—
that's something I'd like explained to
me—and most of the food booths have
veggie stuff. Then, however, there is the
after-dinner, pre-study time snack attack.
The selection is a little slim in places,
unless one wants fried food (hello, College Fifteen), there's not much. I could
get a veggie burger that costs more than
a good sized salad, a bag of dried-out carrots or something from the Mexican
food place.
Now as much as I like having spicy
food before bed, and shortly thereafter
nightmares involving me and Scoobydoo hunting down chainsaw-wielding
nuns, I'm thinking I'll pass.
The SUB is off to a great start in the
process of providing the school's herbivore students, and me the occasional
veggie, with food. But the lack of really
tasty stuff in the morning and evening
still needs some improvement.
As of writing this, I'm still meat-free,
yet I'm happy I tried it. For one, most
likely I'll stop teasing my veggie
friends—yeah right. Secondly, when I
bite into a big hunk of greasy,meat again,
I know all I'll be thinking,i, "thank you
God, I'm at the top of my food chain."

Monopolies hurt consumers
RYAN SWEENEY

Opinions Editor
Yesterday my
roommate and I
called Click! Network to cancel our
cable because it
had gotten too
damned expensive. Watching
television is supposed to be the cheapest
way to numb your mind, not the most
expensive outside of cocaine.
Last year my house had essentially free
cable. We paid a $40 bill among thirty
members of the house. We legally spliced
the cable (with permission from TCI) to
each room so that each guy in the house
paid a little over a dollar for cable each
month. But this year is different.
This summer the university renovated
our houses, and as part of those renovations, had cable run to each room. Not a
bad deal, right? True enough, until one
factors in the fact that now each room
must pay for their cable service individually. Where I would have paid fifty cents
last year, I am •now forced to fork over
$15 for the same service.
So why not switch back to TCI, with
whom we had the good deal? Another
good question. Unfortunately, the answer
is that the university signed a contract
with Click! Network_ to say that they
wouldn't ,allow anyone else to provide
cablcservices to any part of campus.
To me, this deal just seems like another example of how companies are
screwing the consumer by dominating
markets. In recent news, Worldcom has
bought out Sprint, after swallowing MCI
just last year. Some economists are saying that this merger is a good thing because it makes Worldcom more competitive with the AT&T giant. They claim that
this merger is actually GOOD for competition.
My question is, why not break up
,

AT&T into smaller companies rather
than create two telecommunications giants? Competition is not just between
two companies, it works best when it is
between many. With fewer companies,
it is easier to fix prices, ignore customers and overcharge for services.
So why is there no one to protect you and I, the average consumer, from these monoliths of The university
industry? Because the Justice
signed a
Department's anti-trust division is
too busy focusing on Microsoft to contract with
realize the danger that is happening outside the software industry. Click! Network
It seems to me that the fluid nathat they
ture of the software world makes
it a lot easier for an upstart young wouldn't allow
company with ten employees to anyone else to
design a very useful new program. But in the telecommunica- provide cable
tions industry, it takes millions of
services to
dollars to install fiber-optic lines,
cellular towers and other hardcampus. This
ware that is needed to even start
deal is another
off in the industry.
Government mishandling of example of how
monopolies is not limited to the
national scope, though. Here in companies are
Washington all the liquor stores screwing the
are owned by the state. Now I may
not be an economics expert, but consumer.
state-owned businesses that could
be easily privatized seems a lot
like communism to me. When I go to buy
liquor, I don't need to do any comparative shopping because all the prices are
fixed. Private businesses are not allowed
to sell liquor by law. Does Washington
plan to continue outlawing private citizens from selling certain items? What is
this country coming to?
Washington's over-exuberance for
running out private business is especially
interesting when I noticed that I didn't
make my check for last month's cable
out to Click! Network. That check is
made out to the city treasurer.

Nuclear test ban treaty vital for safe global future
JANICE VELEKE

Political Columnist

0

This week the
Senate is set to
vote on the
Comprehensive
Nuclear Test Ban
Treaty, which
would bar the testing and further development of nuclear weapons worldwide.
Signed by President Clinton and over
150 other world leaders in 1996, the
treaty creates a worldwide monitoring
system and allows for on-site inspections
of sites which are believed to be performing tests. The goal of this is to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons and to curb
development by the nuclear powers.
By ratifying the treaty, the Senate
would send a clear message to the world
that the time is now to end the development and proliferation of nuclear weapons, creating a safe world to serve the

future. But defeat is assured on the treaty,
which was just pushed out of committee.
Republicans are skeptical of such a
measure. They claim that ratifying such
an agreement will end any sort of deterrence, leaving the United States open to
attacks from rogue nations that may
break the agreement.
They also argue that without the ability to build new weapons we will be left
behind in the new century. But what is
really happening is that Republicans
don't want to allow President Clinton any
sort of foreign policy achievement,
which ratifying the treaty would give
him.
As a supporter of the test ban treaty, I
find the Republican stance on the issue
to be ludicrous. Since 1992 the United
States has had a moratorium on underground nuclear tests and in those seven
years scientists were able to find other
ways by use of computers and nonnuclear explosions to test and develop
new weapons.

Combined with this new technology,
the United States can also back out of
the agreement at any time, claiming that
we cannot safely maintain our stockpile
of missiles.
Senators need to take a peek at all f
the endorsements the treaty has accumui
lated. Presidents from Eisenhower tb
Clinton have supported the ratification
of the test ban treaty. Top military leaders, which include Secretary of Defense
William Cohen and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff, as well as four past chairmen, have
endorsed the ban on nuclear testing. And
51 countries including the United Kingdom, Mexico, Japan, France, Germany,
and Brazil have ratified the treaty.
On top of all of these endorsements,
32 Nobel laureates in physics have urged
the Senate to approve the treaty, calling
it "central to future efforts to halt the
spread of nuclear weapons."
United States approval of the test ban
treaty is imperative to the effort to contain nuclear weapons. Keeping nuclear
weapons out of the hands of rogue na-

tion states is in the
United State's best
interest in securing a safe future.
Senate Republicans need not only
to listen to experts
but also to the
American people
on this issue—
eighty percent of
persons polled in a
recent survey support the test ban
treaty.
Passage of the treaty will not harm
United States security—we still have
countless non-nuclear missiles that can
be launched, not to mention a recently
tested missile defense system.
Defeat of the Comprehensive Test
Ban Treaty by the Senate would leave
the United States in a situation of "do as
we say not as we do," an option that is
not open in a newly- globalized world
and a risk that should not be undertaken.
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Environmentally-conscious lack motivation
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JESSY BOWMAN

Assistant Opinions Editor
When I was
younger, I'd always imagined
that the future
would be so much
more than it is.
The mere word,
future, denotes
something mystical, space age and vastly
different.
You remember watching the Alf cartoons, or Back to the Future II, we all
do. Our tiny eyes grew larger by the
sound byte as they were filled with visions of hover-boards, flying cars, different planets and microwaves that instantly create pizza.
I just turned twenty. When I was eight,
that seemed a lifetime away. And now
that I'm here, I look around me and wonder, what happened to my "future"?
Remember when they came out with
the first battery-operated cars years ago?
I was all about owning one once I was

old enough to drive. Economical, I
thought, and safe for the environment—
perfect. I turned sixteen, and strangely
enough, instead got a low-grade Mazda
that chugged gasoline like a drunken
camel. I would have preferred to decrease
pollution, to help our earth, yes, all of
that. However, battery cars, solar cars or
any kind of car but those with gaseous
exhaust systems weren't to be found. And
I, for the life of me, couldn't fathom why.
In junior high, I started a campaign for
recycling, advocating the banning of
styrofoam lunch-trays and pursuing more
aluminum can recyclers next to garbage
cans. I wanted to join Green Peace the
second I left high school. I wanted to
clean the oil off the seals next door after
the Exxon spill. I wanted to save the
world.
But I didn't go to Green Peace. I realized I didn't want to go somewhere and
advocate animal rights by throwing red
paint on women in fur coats outside
Nieman Marcus. I didn't clean any otters, even though I lived in Alaska. I was
told it was being "taken care of by those

who wanted to soothe my irritation. And
my campaign to replace the styrofoam
trays with plastic was thwarted by the
ever-present burden of the school budget, which had a better argument on their
side at the time.
Looking around from where I am now,
at our recycle signs in the newspaper, the
programs instilled in different aspects of
academic life, and all the other great efforts, I am pleased to see that so many
people's efforts have not been completely
in vain. But at the same time, I'll admit
I'm still wondering when the big change
is going to occur.
I expected a great upheaval, a final and
absolute reversion of our erroneous
ways, an all-out environmental effort on
everyone's part, inspired by something
symbolic and poignant like an afterschool special on Fox or an E.T. sequel.
But as I woke up every morning expecting my parents to make me lunches
in bags that didn't waste paper, or my
school to send us all out to collect trash
on the highway, it never happened.
Why aren't we in that future? I cannot
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answer that better than anyone else, and
I do not even want to try. I'm just saying
that we aren't where I, as a child, had so
avidly hoped we
might be. Not yet,
anyway. Not until it I expected a great upheaval,
becomes more ima final and absolute
portant than everything else we are reversion of our erroneous
doing to counter it.
ways, an all-out
Not until it's convenient, perhaps. environmental effort on
But it will never be,
unless we make it everyone's part, inspired by
so. And someday, I something symbolic and
still hope with eyes
that are forever poignant like an afterwide, we will do
school special on Fox or an
just that.
So where does E.T. sequel.
that leave me?
Here, writing articles about my parking-space dilemmas
for sport, because I'm still looking for
that economical, energy-saving, flying
car in the sky of the future that I expected
to already be in the past.

CORRECTIONS

6,90

The Game Store
maw

"Center Plaza across from SeaTac.
Z012 South 32011 #A, Federal Way 253-946-2553

In last week's Photo Poll, the wrong picture was mistakenly put next to Noah
Blinder's name and quote. We apologize for any inconvenience this may have
caused.
If you notice a mistake in The Trail, please report it to 879-3197 or
trail @ups.edu by the Monday after the issue's release.
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National Collegiate Alcohol Awareness Week
October 17-23, 1999
Do YOU know your numbers????
Know Your Numbers
Most Puget Sound students (65%) have 4 or fewer drinks* when they choose to drink.
3.6 = the number of drinks* consumed per week
94% = student who did NOT take advantage of another person sexually after drinking
91% = students who did NOT experience trouble with police, residence hall, or other UPS officials due to drinking
Based on survey data collected by Counseling, Health and Wellness Services (1998)
* 1 drink = one 12 oz beer, 4-5 oz wine, 1 oz hard liquor

Know Your bough
How far does your $$$$ go?
A student who drinks 6 beers every Friday and Saturday during the semester will spend approximately $128.00
A student who drinks 3.6 beers per week during the semester will spend approximately $40.00
The moderate drinker compared to the 12-pack drinker saved $88.00.

What would you do with an extra $88.00?????

10/14/99
♦

E-mail talk
inadequate
Computers link
yet isolate users
KIRSTEN SCIILEWITZ

Staff Writer
Last weekend, I
visited a friend at
Linfield. Only after I left, however,
did I realize this
trip would mean I
could not check
my e-mail from 1:00 p.m. Friday unti
7:00 p.m. Sunday. I realize many at this
school use that pathetic excuse for an email server known as Wing, but I refuse.
Unfortunately, this meant that when I
first tried to access my e-mail account, it
told me to type in that randomly-generated password they hand you with all the
other crap in the first week, and of course
I had no idea what it was. Thus, no email for 54 hours.
I know, I know—I'm a computer geek.
Yet as I walk down the dorm halls, the
familiar beep of instant messaging (IM)
resonates. And the sight through propped
doors is more often of someone sitting
at a computer than lounging on a bed.
This leads me to believe that we have all
become somewhat attached. However, is
the computer becoming a substitute for
actual human contact?
First of all, I love how having email
and IM connects me to people, so don't
think I'm going to say we need to go back
to the dark ages. Still, when instead of
walking down the hall to talk to someone we type to him or her in a little box,
I get a little worried.
As the world of dot-com and computer
conversation continues to grow, my fears
also expand. More and more people
telecommute—who needs co-workers
anymore? Groceries can be bought
through the modem, so goodbye to those
pesky cashiers wishing you a nice day.
Perhaps soon all of our conversations
will take place in a two by four-inch box.
I can't speak for others, but I like
people. The only thing that made work
bearable for me was my fellow sufferers. I enjoy it when the cashiers at the
store know my name. And I don't think I
could survive if I never heard my best
friend's voice again, instead only seeing
her words on the screen.
My only hope is that enough people
feel the same as I do. Together, we can
fight off this world of isolation! So send
an e-greeting to someone at home, then
turn off the IM and head down the hall
to have an actual conversation. Otherwise, we may be forever sentenced to a
world wherein the sound of beeps will
replace your friend's laughter, and a :)
will take the place of the grin of that cute
boy down the hall.
So I challenge you to stumble out of
your room and talk to someone. But if
you go too far, remember your e-mail
password. After all, I'm not expecting
miracles.
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Posters take wrong approach
tells us that 94 percent of students "did not take
advantage of another person sexually after drinking," 91 percent "did not experience trouble with
police, residence hall, or other officials due to
Six percent of UPS studrinking," 76 percent "did not drive after drinkdents take advantage of aning" and 80 percent "did not miss class due to
other person sexually after
drinking." The poster also offers a monetary redrinking; 24 percent of
ward for posting the flier on the wall in your dorm
UPS students drink and
if a CHWS rep happens by.
drive. Are those statistics
The greatest thing is that since these are seemregarding our student body
ingly bad statistics, there is nothing there to make
something that you would
them appear good. We just get the raw numbers.
want to advertise if you were the university?
Since Counseling, Health and Wellness Services There are no comparisons with other universities
to cast a prettier light on the numbers.
released what looks to be the "millennium ediThe bottom line? I can't believe that the unition" of their "Know Your Numbers" poster—creversity wants this information displayed for the
ated from data taken from a survey given last
public to see. Any prospective or parent would
year—anyone who is ever on campus has access
be shocked. Most people would not be proud of
to this lovely information.
the seventy-four percent who do not drink and
I'm assuming that CHWS is proud of these figures, or they would not put up their lovely space- drive. You're not supposed to drink and drive at
age posters all over the school and advertise the all. It is the acceptable standard not to do so. Everyone else is engaging in something that is sosame information in The Trail.
I have to say, though, that I am not proud. I'd cially unacceptable. I'm not proud of these statistics in the slightest. I'm ashamed.
love to hide these statistics, although the best thing
CHWS is looking at this information wrong. I
would be if we were able to advertise ZERO peram sure that they do not condone drinking to excent of students drinking and driving or being
cess or doing stupid
sexual predators.
things while you
The first version of the
It's not something to brag about
drink. They're not
poster came out last year,
proud of those
touting that "65 percent
that one in twenty students is a
people who do those
of UPS students drink
rapist
or
date
rapist,
or
that
one
things, but the whole
four or fewer drinks
"putting it on a
when they choose to
in four are out in their cars after
poster" idea makes it
drink." From the first
boozing it up.
seem that way. It's
time I saw these posters,
not something to
my mind immediately
brag about that one in twenty students is a rapist
translated the information to the opposite correor date rapist, or that one in four are out in their
sponding statistic.
Perhaps I'm a pessimist. But what this statistic cars after boozing it up endangering others' lives.
The only reason we need to "know these numsays to me is that 35 percent of students here are
bers" is so that we can work on fixing them as a
binge drinkers. I would have loved to remain in
my own little world believing that UPS students student body. I hope that no one is proud of any
are not so immature with their alcohol consump- of the information on this poster. It had the opposite effect on me that it was supposed to have, but
tion, but alas, I can remain in ignorance no longer.
I know now that one in three students is a binge I don't think I'm alone. Let's work on getting
those numbers down to zero, and THEN and only
drinker.
then should we be proud of them and plaster them
The new poster is even more spectacular than
the first. In addition to that lovely gem above, it all over the school on space-age posters.
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Pierce foiled by 'meddling kids'
SCRAPPY

Doo

Shameless Marketing Ploy
UPS President Susan Resneck
Pierce was apprehended Tuesday
by the Tacoma Police Department
thanks to the help of some UPS students and their dog.
"Golly," said Scruffy, the junior
who finally caught up with Pierce
after a long, intensive chase. "I was
just finishing a sandwich in the
SUB lounge, when I heard a suspicious noise coming from the hallway where the hatchet used to be.
My dog Doobie and I decided we'd
better investigate. We chased her all
over the SUB, but she kept disappearing and reappearing in different doors. Zoinks, I was scared."
"Rowrrow!" exclaimed Doobie
in agreement.
Pierce, as it turns out, has been
responsible for the reign of terror
and mischief that has overtaken the

Scruffy and Doobie chill out
after a long day.
campus this year and caused problems for the students and surrounding neighborhood.
Posing as the campus "ghost,"
Pierce first attempted to scare away
freshmen from the overcrowded
residence halls.
"There were just too damn many
of them," said an indignant Pierce

from the back of a squad car.
"Something had to be done."
Pierce was also responsible for
stealing UPS' sacred hatchet from
its case in the WSC, then sending
in whiny letters, presumably from
alumni, to drum up some school
spirit.
Pierce also admitted to having
dropped beer bottles around neighborhood lawns to provoke neighbors into complaining to the university, so that she could implement
stricter regulations in the Student
Integrity Code.
"Jinkies!" exclaimed Selma, a
spectacled, brown-haired UPS
sophomore. "Who would have
thought that our own President
Pierce could have been responsible
for such terrible things?"
"And I would have gotten away
with it too, if it hadn't been for
those meddling kids," grumbled
Pierce as she was led to her cell.

Thesis shocks nation Congress
JERRY SPRINGER

Too Hot for TV

Many scholars are calling it the
"most important document produced, ever." UPS History major
Ron Stromatti's paper, "Lincoln's
Rhetoric: An Exegesis of Syntax
and Hyperbole in the Last Paragraph of the Third Inaugural Address" has opened up a profound
understanding of not just one historical event, but also other instances of rhetorical persuasion
throughout the history of the
United States, nay, the world.
While most history papers garner only limited mention in
nightly news highlights, this paper has set the nation abuzz.
People all over, from housewives
to steel workers, are debating
Stromatti's assertions.
"When I first read this paper in
the Journal of American History,"
said Burger King employee Fred
Rawlerson, "I was astounded. It
completely revolutionizes our
knowledge of the motivations behind Lincoln's third inaugural,
which certainly affects us all in
the most deeply profound way."
In typical fashion for this type

of breakthrough in such an historically significant argument,
newspapers and TV shows have
flooded the halls of academia in
search of expert opinion.
From outside Schiff Hall, NBC
reporter Jack Steele asked, "How
does this new theory fit in with
the 'breakfast' theory previously
advanced? The public has a right
to know."
"Pardon the pun," said Yale
History professor Preten
Tiousbastard, "but this paper
could go down in history as the
one that revolutionized the way
we look at history, Lincoln and
America in general. The implications are widespread and incredibly, incredibly important." Pausing to wipe his bifocals with a silk
hankerchief produced from the
pocket of his tweed blazer with
leather elbow pads, Tiousbastard
then added, "Once again, I can't
stress enough how incredibly, incredibly important this history
paper is to all of mankind."
"Yeah," commented Stromatti,
"I guess it is pretty significant. I
didn't really realize that when I
whipped it out last night around
2:00 a.m."

sees 'Future'
NATHAN TILLETT

Car Thief

Volume 40 oz.
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LABOR?
"I escaped last week.
Please help my family get
out, too."
—Ling Samchayexploited worker

"I don't support
companies who use
sweatshop labor."
—Steve Saunders—
social activist
1

"The humane and
respectful treatment of
workers who produce
our clothing is a
paramount concern.
—Gap Inc.—
"

Congress passed a new bill Tuesday, entitled "Screw the Future," in
which it promises to continue
spending, polluting and militarizing, future be damned.
"I say lets spend all the money
ourselves and plunge the nation further into debt," stated the co-sponsor of the bill. "It's not like we have
to deal with the future. Screw our
kids. What did they ever do for us?"
The bill provides for absolutely
no social security or education budget, no welfare and an enormous
tax cut for upper class America.
"What are they going to do about
it, vote? Don't make me laugh,"
said Republican majority leader
Trent Lott. "They're going to take
what we give them, and they're going to like it!"
"Damn straight," said long-time
conservative George W. Bush.
"I'm tired of all these minorities
and poor people bitching about
their basic human rights. I want a
new Mercedes."
"Pass the cocaine," he added.

www.gap.com

"Why? What have
you heard?"
—Susan Resneck Pierce—
President, UPS

"Man, the chicks were
all over me
List weekend."
—Dave BoweASUPS President

The Combat Zone is intended as a SATIRICAL
WORK and, as such, has been set apart from the
rest of this paper. The views and opinions expressed by the Combat Zone do not necessarily
reflect those of The Puget Sound Trail, ASUPS,
Gap Inc., or the University of Puget Sound. But
they should.
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